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Carter's Welfare Reform and the Family: Potential First and second order Effects

Introduction

During the past ten years the number of female-headed tamilies has

A

grown ten times as fast as two-parent tamilies 0 documented hi. Current

'Population,Eeports ,ff-t: March, 1975.1 Because of the historical structure
Jit

of the labrr market, these temale-headed household?; have a mucA greater

risk of f lling into the category labeled poverty.-

Women have been able to remove themselves from this -category via three

major avenues: (l) by combining their own Minimum incomes with the modest

incomes f other wage earners, .primarili spouses or mates; (2) by marry-

ing someone earning significantly more than the poverty level; (3) by

succeed ng within the labor market themselves. These alternatives are

relatedto such factors as presence of children, availability of marriage

partne s, desire to marry, availability of jobs, skills adequate to procure

and ma ntain employutent, and the forces diminishing their ability to command

adequ,te salaries.

Prose t Welfare Approaches and Effects

The remaining alternative -- public assistance (Aid to Families with

Depe dent Children), -- has not adequately lifted woven abOve the present '

pov rt Yts line. An .'on-going aim of welfare refor has been directed toward

thi question of adequacy and also toward equity issues. Another major

isslue haq.been its inadvertant role in the dissolution and discouragdtileht

'7

of wlo-parenx families. The first series of concerns mentioned -- adequacy

i

an equity -- addiliss "first order effects"; the second issue, concerning

AO' 3
Emily policy, can he lefined as a "second order effect". A "first order

o feet" is more specifically defined as the assessment of the impact in

. ti
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relati(rn tn goal;; and obAectives. The " second ord.er
le

eltect. focuses on

the discovery of c6nsequenes above and bev'ond-the ;4tated vblicv

in many cases unintended, uncoil t ro 1 lab le', and unp red ict -- as ,re fe r

to above in the dissolution and discouragement, of two-parent. families.
.

For example, in'anlyzing present public assistance impact, the

following first order issues arise. Using an official poverty income

lev'el of $5, 815 for a non-farm tamily of four in 1971, 21.4.million

families qualified as. falling below that line. Combining income transfer

programs (Aid to Families with Dependent Childre'n) with in-kind transfers

(medicaid, housing, food stamps), 6.6 million-familieS.stifl remained

below that 1976 poverty base. 4 4hese data m'u'ss adequacy of impact

a first order concern. An ekample of another first order concern

equity,- is illustrated h the fact that twenty -four states Provide .

L
AFDC 'only when the father i.,sahsent while twentv-six states provide

benefits if he is present but unemployed. The fact thaf 'payments for a

family of four range from $720 'annually in MiSsis\sipp4-* $6,400 in

Hawaii is another remarkable "f.irst order effect" which raises inescapeal;le

concern.

4

Much debate about AFDC has centered. around "second order effect6".

-A major task of policy analysts has been the identification and measure-

merit ofvuch impacts. In order to deign or evaluate a policy it is

necessary not only to include an analysis of "first order effects"- or goals

as originally stated but ,-11() the resulti second order,
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1
Our'present AFDC programias originally conceived in 1935, wIth

,

moderate
I

.,

alte ations along the way, has given cause for much-debate and,
,

surrounding such. order. effects' as adequacy and equity, SecT,;nd iorderi

effects have more recently also given rase to much controversy. Our theme
. I

.relates to the f-act that the main sources_ot dissatisfaction %Ain tne presOnt

program have surrounded the issues of adequacy and certainly Program inequity

(participants in difft.Yrent programs receiving different levelsOf assistance).

For example Supplemental Security Insur,inceSM recipients are provided

with a hicher'leyel of assistance .than those on ALd to FSmiales withpe-

pendent Children (AYDC). A:* praviously mentioned; geogeapbical inequity

is an issue. The difference in payments based on geographical area§,

.exceeding the differences. in cost of living, is in violation ()I. the principle

of hbrizontal equity. Regional racial issues, personal per capita' i.scome

and area tax .Efforts, explain the greatest proportion of varience'in'ay-
, , .

.>,mentE3:7 'Another major criticism is that the s\Istem, as presently composed,

creates an atmosphere of perpetuation. For example, families receive more.

or greater benefits via the "'system" than they would in the free market

at minimum wage, hence creating work disincentives, Lack of support of the

intact. family altso comes dndercriticism.

The,varibus failures of Che existing welfare system have been fecognized

primarily by social workers for well over a decade, "Recepients, taxpayers,

politicians, administrators, have identified our present system as too big,

too costly, and too complex" as noted by Ellen 17itman.8
The present

programs do tend to destroy morale and incentives and also perpetuate

resulting welfare cycles. As mentioned, families in fact break -up beC"ause
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of it being financially more advaniegous, work is discouraged because

extra income reduce the benefits of assistance too drastically, and

eligibility requirements vary' frOm'State to state.

A Program for Bette Jobs and Income '

Based on all of they; factors, on August 6, 1977, President Carter

announced or introduced a proposal for comprehensive welfare reform --

the Program for Btqter lobs:and. Income (House Bill 10950, formerly House

Bill 9036; and, Senate, Bill 2084). This new program was designed to place

major emphasis on jobs, family stability, uniform and ecinitable benefit

schedules, and work incentives. 'Carter proposed to abolish all existing

twelfare programs and replace.them with a single welfare effort.

The Carter welfare reform plan proposed a three-part program that

would provide; (1) conso:lidated cash assistance for those "not expected'

to work" (this will be-discussed in gu.eater detail'later);(2) job and

income supplementation for many of those "expectedto work";. and (3) an'

expanded earned income tax credit-(EITC) for persons in regular, public

or private sector. emploment.
9 Thescheme.of Carter's plan incorporates

two major parts: (1) _income provisions and (2) work requirOents. For
I

the first time in American welfare system history, a program was designed

which addressed both the working.and the non-working poor. In the past

the only component of the welfare system which addressed 'the working-poor

was the food stamp program and earned income. tax credits. The Carter
sr/

program proposed cash assistance for these workimg_poor.,
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A consolidated cash assistance component of, the income, support program

was targeted fora certain category of non-working poor, namely the aged,

disabled, blind, Ay 4:ingle-parent familie; with children ages.6 or under --

.the "not expected to work" category, Single-parent families with chiqdren

7 through 13 would -also fall into this c. t: gory if no lob orday care were

available. TiAse indivittuals woitld-qualffy for upl;er-tier benefits in

the two-level system. Benefits would include $4200 for a'family of four,

with income support payments declining by 504 as earnings increased by

each dollar over thtt point., The break-even point would be $8400, mean-

ing the pointrat which program eligibility and benefits end. Upper- level

benefits for non- working aged, blind ur disahled'individuals would be ''

$2500, with the break -even point, If west-king, being$5000, and $3750 for

aged, blind or disabled couples with the break-even point being $7500.,
o

Individuals who would qualify for lower-level or,lbwer-tier benefits

would be of two'-parent families with children and the one-parent family

vier age'13: To qualify for the benefits received

.

is 'the expectation' to work. 'They, would qualify for 'upper-tier benefits
R

with the youngest chi

if 4-io job were,nvailable after-an eight-week job searcht. Cash benefits

for S face ly of four who qu:fl_ify for this lower-tier category would be

$2300. C mbining this amount with the first $3800 of earnings 'which are

excluded from income, and a benefit redubtion rate in benefit income

related to earnings over $3800 would result in a comparable break -even

point of $8400. Note that benefit levels are increased fo each child

up to 7 persons per household. Tr sh:Juld also be noted that the announced

benefit levels assume no state supplementation and, &f course, no child.

care deduction. Upper-tier participants would fan_ into what is called

-4*
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the income support program; the lower-tier program would be identified

as ti work benefit program for the working poor. Rucipients, of course,

are tiivIded into (a) those "expected to work" and (b) those "not egpected

to .twOrk" according to the criteria discribed above. .

A second-mAjor-component of the Program for Better Jobs and Incec

involves a job program which is directed towards those who are "expected

to work". Under this program 1.4 million working and tvaining slots would

L
be created at. tht minimuffi'wage for principal wage earners of families with

children. AWili' ts for the job component would be required to engage

in a job search for private or regular public sector jobs prior to qual.i-

fication for this subsidized program; It should be noted that 300,000
A

of the jobs would be part-time jobs geared 'to single parents of

ages 7.through 13,vears. There parents will be expected to work during .

school hours only; in situations where day care is available after-scIA;

they would be expected to work full-time. Before 'becoming eligible for
.

.

one of these subsidized jobs, a five-week search must be undertaken in

the private sector. At the end. of 12 months in a subsidized job, another
4

'five-week search would he required for continuation, i4 the program:

J.

A third major component of the Ptiovram for Better Jobs and Incime A

V

is the earned income tax credit (EITC). This would'expand the current
t

-EITC so that the worker, withlra f "imily, whose wages are below the federal

income tax liability level would receive a cash credit At present, re.-

gulations alloW a bate of 10% on all earniiigs up to $4000. The rate
-*N

is then based on a Si for every $10 of income up to rs,000. The Carter

plan proposed the same 10% on earnings up to $4000,. It also would allow
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a 5% .credit on earnings from $4000 to the point at- which federal tax

liability occurs. 11eyo41(1 this; tax entry point, which will, of course,

vary depending on number of-dependenss, aged, disability, etc., a phase-

out of a 'SI for every $10 of income would occur. It should be noted

that. the expanded tax credit,b('nefits would apply only to earned income

from Lin:mbsidized lobs in the public or private-sector, and only to workers

with families. alt should be noted, that the new FITC would reach a maximum

of about $650 and would phase -out entirely at an income of approximately

$1.e100 for .a family of four:.

To'summarize, the Program for Beter Jobs and Income was designed
o

4

to provide employment opportunities and strong incentives for th9se who

can work, and adequate cash assistance for4tbose who cannot find a job.

or are otherwise unable to work. Consolidation of all public assistance 1

. 0
programs into a uniform federal system would improve administrative

efficiency and create a structure where error and fraud are less likely.

Federal income support would be extended for the first time 0 all peed'

twO-parent families, single individuals, and childless codyles there-by

eliminating a major inequity in the current system and reducing the in-

'k
Centive for families to Separate. By instituting a federal floor.under

the income of the poor, benefie disparity among the states would be sub-

stantially diminished. Finally, the provision of ash supplements would.

be'fully inteirated with employment and training programs. 10
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4471.,rst Order Effects

In regard to the above, Carter's proposed plan or welfare reform would

address these critical '"first order" issues. To reiterate a "first order

effect" is defined as the assessment of impact in relation to stated goals

or objectives, for example., adequacy and. equity.. It is assumed that such a

plan would go a long way towards addressing such. a "first order" issue as -

adequacy". As ot July, 1q76, by the way, only 17 states paid as much as

Carter's prOposed p 11{plan. plthotnah not all states-would he paying the same

amount, under Carter's plan, all stat( 7 would a't least have to be pay4ng the

minimums ind4cated in the plan. A major criticism in respect tike-,the

adequacy issue in his plan is that benefit4.for non-workers ay-too 100
-...

and indeed, based on $4200, poverty for that group would become institutional-

ized ( see iHarrell Rogers). 1

(

,

1*
The 'impact N tht, other "first ordef concern" equity would be

,
r \ -

significant. BYNconsolidatirit the major welfare efforts, Supplemental

Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children! and in-kind-

assistance, the'rogram would offer across the board program equity. Bbcausei

of its estAllhed base-line it also would insure greater geographical equity.

A concept which could be called family eligibility equity would be effected,

family eligibility npt based on the presence or absefi(e of a man in the

family or on a working versus non-working man in the, family, but rather on

"expected to work" versus "not expecfted to work" criteria.

Another area of improvement which falls under the concept of equity'

would be the reduction of "social stigma". The proposal would elim, ate
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the categories of "deserving" and "undeserving" oor and 061d introduce-a'

'new classification system of "working" versus "non-wotking" poor. indignities ell-

'It
forced by the present f'Ood stamp system marking the users would ht' eliminated

with the demise of that system and the institution of its cal replacement.

IrLaddition, a "first order 'concern" which the plan would addross\i. tht

reduction of.administrative costs and procedures While overall anticipated

C,
cost of the program would be .10.7 billion 1r 2.8 billion more Phan our present

welfare costs, and a revenue loss amounting to 3.4 billion due to the earned

.

income tax credit component would raise the total additional cost to 6.2 billion

dollars.
4r

It should he noted that the Presldent's 'aim, according to his re-

port, is to reduce administrative costs. In addition, the new plan would re-

duce,poverty rolls by 1.6 million,imdividuals. 13
"sr

N

A significant major goal of the program is tip get more people into the

job market. The structuri4of the program woul encourage people to work

due to its focus on aid for employment rather than its emphasis on ivelfare

dependency. However, AI: proposed, the program would not assure jobs in the

private sector; it would only assure the 1.4 million subsidized public jobs

specified in the proposal. According to the President's Economic Report,

it is recognized that the welfare reform plan was not designed to IT 'a cure

or answer for present unemployment problems. In other words, this welfare

reform is not the administrations' majorplan for reaching a full-employment

economy. 14 The prim 4 advantage of the job component in this welfary reform

plan is that it allows higher payment levels, although it does not increase

tax receipts.
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If other Dcentives within Ult econqmy work to increase gene ral emploftent,

the job component fo. this program should he a temporT or residual part of

the program. One writer, Harrell R ,,err;, does say that the subsidized

minimum wage jobs "may cause employers (partinlarly state and local governments)

to replace higher paid workers with welfare 'recipients, thus further disrupting

,the job MA rke t" t
1 An important fact is that the plan recognizes

that poor people want and nerd jobs -4. more importantly that prior women

'want and need jobs, however. The earned income tax credit component would
t

definitely ease the tax burden L'Ntl low income tax payers, the intended goal.

This also could he an added equ'ity issue. On the other hand, the fact that

the earned income tax credit a4lies onLy to workers with families might

'rovide a case for inquiry.

In summary it would app ,ear that the prOgram would fulfil.' its major

goals or expectation! note I state its major coals. Although. not at

the desired level, the established base-line would signlficantiv address

the issues of adequacy. Program consolidation would improve equity concerns

and presumably reduce administrative cost and procedures. The job component

recognizes the need for employment as well, as the desire to work. If admin-

istrative costs include overall costs of the program, a major argument against

the program would be the 6.2 billion increase in total expenditures; holwever,

overall design of the program should encourage people to enter the general

labor force provided there are jobs available for them. This might effect-

the tax return positively, in regards to attacks on the economy of the proposal.
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Second Order Effects

Not only would this program effect Overall welfare attitudes but it signi-

ficantly would efftIct,ideas regarding family and family policy. First and fore-

mast the plan officially recognizes single-parent famllies'as complete ?amily

units. Although the tax system reciognizies such, the. welfare system, historically has

viewed and labeled the singlelparent family as incomplete. The majority of

single parent families are female-headed as well as are the majority-of welfare

families. The plan wound offer them due recognition -and.acceptability., Also

tithe proposal as enacted for the first time gives. money Or cash assistance to

single people and childless couples who cannot find work; former prpgrams

discriminated against childless couples, single individuals, and non-aged

individuals by only giving them fond- stamp benefits, not cash benefits.

The concept of women caring for children has always been recognized;

however, thi4 proposal officially ecognizes that women are performing valuable

work when taking care of their-childrA vis-a-vis the fact that women with child-

ren under rfge 'even are not requ,ired to work. This is also reinforced by the

fact that women with children between the ages of seven and thirteen would

not be expected to work during non-school hours unless adequate day care wars

,available. The program re!cognizes' the heed for day care; however, its reduce

allowances does tend to be some what contradictory. On the whole, a major

criticism of-the child care component as a viable alternative in that the

program while placlng emphasis on child care oilers nothing, to insure quality

care and increased .;e01,11-i.
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As indicated previously, the plan recognizes the working wants and needs

of poor women. Our present AFDC program has penitlized women for finding jobs

rather than rewarding them. According to 1974 Labor statistics 37% of women.

with pre-schoolers were employed. A major criticism of this, the Program

for Better Jobs and ,Income, is that it has not recognized the desire of these

women with children under age seven to work`. 'In fact this is the lowest

priority category as outlined by the plan. This could be interpreted as

elimination of free choice. Hence, the fact that women with children between the

ages of seven and thirteen are expected to work, if day care is present, and that

women with children under age seven are pot expected to work may not he the

wisest alternative. In different families under different situations, women

May be needed in the home at different times. For example, the presence of

mothers during the teenage years might be more important then the pre- school

years. The fact Oat there is' an across the board benefit reduction for

older children and differential work requirements might .be interpreted as a

pronatal policy.

(

This proposal limits the familyearning, power to the principal wage earner

at minimum wage. In most situations, under these aforementioned circumstances,

two-person earnIng ,:ap3city,is needed for survi.vl. This tends to set restrictions

on welfare families, not necessarily applying, to the average family.

Some critics contend that the plan is primarily in favor of men. lffty -one

percent of the lob's are sot-up for men and forty-nin percent of the proposed

jobs are designed for women; but forty-four percent of the new jobs are ear

marl'ed for prw;ent non --food .0 po)nle and manv c(mtend that the majority

of this forty-four percent would end up male. 16

J
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1\\

If it had been enacteid as originally proposed, no health coverage would have

been included. This obviously would have resulted in the gros5,reduction of

benefits as well as added client expenses, and in a crisis situation, a possible

catastrophe for many recipients in need-of health services since,medicaid would

have been eliminated by this plan, It is apparent that the hope for simultaneous

enactment of a national health insurance plan was the reason for this elimination..

It may have been naive to anticLgate such mutual program acceptance.' Without

medical care, the resulting mental and financial strain would have encouraged

the demise of family support as well as inescapable disastrous results for all

involved. The result would- be more than gross health care inadequacy together

with a move towards greater inequity between program participants and non-part-

icipants. Lack of a medical componut could be interpreted as an anti-natal

as well as an anti-welfare rcApient stance; but above all,without medicaid
..0

there would be no medical care.

Carter's welfare reform proposal, Prcwrams for Better Jobs and Income,

addrensii:s several components which are of particular interest for those involve 01-.4\

in family concerns. The fact that the proposal recognize1 peOpls' desire to

work is a critical concern. A change in welfare philosophy from "worthy"

and "non-worthy" to "expected'to work" and "not expected to work" is more

than significant. The emphasis on greater program and geographical equity is

a giant step. Adequacy would he improved; however, henefitn for non-workern

fl-

are nt4111, much too low and would have a tendency'to inntitutlonalfze poverty

four group. Another maior flaw In the proposal is that It does riot truely

attempt to make any permanent change!; in re!pect to poverty per se. It is

1 r4) \
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still an attempt to alleviate poverty rather than to cure its caused. Another

major criticism.is that it is bIed on the assumption that employment problems

in America are temporary and in the fUture a full employment economy, is pbssible.
,

"Based on Carter's camPaign promise of welfare reform coupled with specific

contingency support, why was the overall proposal 'rejecte? First and foremost

is it because we area capitalistic sociAty more interested in maindlikAning a

maximum profit margin and bQaring minimum costs of welfare than suffering the
va'n.

consequences of mpl economy? It should be noted that between

1950-1975 the offil unemployment rate averaged about 5% , in 1975 it averaged

8.5%, and .in 196 it averaged 7.7%. Is it that it is unrealistic to elfp-6-6t that,

based,on historical, operation, jobs could be offered to all those who are able

to work? If jobs are to he offered, obviously more than 1.4 million jobs would

need to be 'subsidized. Could amajor reason that the proposal wasnot accepted

NY' be that it would involve radical changes in philosophy as well as program oper-

ation? Historically, we have been involved n incremental, but non systematic

-change. Such has been the nations' pattern-of operation, and to introduce some-

thing that is not based on this concept might have been construed as intolerable.

Could the recent approval -by ,Congress of 15 billion dollars for jobs creating

public works and .publfc service plus the passage of Humphrev-Hawkins Bill to

reduce unemployment by 4% by 1983 be interpreted as an incremental. move toward

social change? Another reason why the progr;u might have been rejected is the

result of cost benefit ana;p:-.1s; are the benefits of the program worth the costs?

With the present emphasis on tax cuts, perhaps'in our current social and political

environment the benefits were judged as unworthy of the expenses. As a result,

our prvnent system con t mien 01 1 tn many ram'. f 1 c at ion:: arid problmr:,

1 ti
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